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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Using both single and vector processes, we fitted the Box-Jenkin’s ARIMA model 
and the Vector Autoregressive model following the Johansen approach, to forecast  soy 
bean and green bean prices on the Chinese futures markets. The results are encouraging 
and provide empirical evidence that the vector processes perform better than the single 
series. The co-integration test indicated that the null hypothesis of no co-integration 
among the relevant variables could be rejected. This is one of the most important findings 
in this paper. The purposes for analyzing and modeling the series jointly are to 
understand the dynamic relationships over time among the series and improve the 
accuracy of forecasts for individuals series by utilizing the additional information 
available from the related series in the forecasts for each series.  
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I - INTRODUCTION 
 
China is one of the world’s largest economies, and a vast and growing market for the 
world’s agricultural products. Its economy has grown rapidly so far this decade. 
Government policies have all moved markedly towards allowing market forces influence 
economic activities. Polices covering the price determination, foreign trade, exchange 
rates, foreign investment, entry barriers, internal markets, the operation of state-owned 
enterprise and the financial system have all been changed. These reforms have boosted 
growth and increased liberalization of economic activities. Commodity futures markets as 
part and parcel of a program for agricultural liberalization have been introduced in the 
Chinese agriculture in the 90’s. Many agricultural economists understand the need of 
liberalization in the sector. Futures markets, as instruments for achieving that 
liberalization have a long and interesting history in China. In fact since 1978, and its 
subsequent years, China had accomplished the nearly miraculous feat of transforming its 
centrally planed economy to a market-oriented one. In December 1990, the first 
agricultural wholesale market, the Zhengzhou Grain Wholesale Market (ZGWM), was 
established with the assistance of the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT). The ZGWM was 
initiated as an experiment to examine the feasibility of a futures market for agricultural 
commodities. After three years of successful operation of forward contracts, the China 
Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange (CZCE) was established in 1993 basing its operation 
on the ZGWM and specializes in the trading of agricultural commodities futures 
contracts. The first commodity traded in the CZCE was mung-bean and its trading had 
flourished in the earlier years because it was not a major agricultural product.  Mung bean 
was phased out of the market because of the low production.  
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On the other hand, wheat futures trading in the CZCE has shown significant growth. In 
the year following 1993, more than sixty other futures markets had emerged, many of 
them were located in the same cities and trading the same commodities (Yao, 1998) and 
some operated illegally. After a period of chaos in the market, the Chinese government 
started the crackdown on these illegal futures operations in the late 1994. Most of those 
existing futures exchanges were closed or merged and only three remained by the end of 
1998. The CZCE, the Dalian Commodity Exchange (DCE), and the Shanghai Futures 
Exchanges (SFE). The SFE specializes in trading metals, while both the CZCE and the 
DCE remain as markets for agricultural commodities. The DCE is the second largest 
soybean futures markets in the world with trading volume 3.8 times higher than that in 
the Tokyo Commodity Exchange, and ranks just behind the CBOT (Food China, 2001). 
 
One of the objectives for the establishment of agricultural futures markets in China 
was to develop a price indicator that is solely determined by the law of supply and 
demand. Such an indicator is particularly important for China because the country had 
adopted a “dual price system” since 1985 in which different prices for the same 
agricultural commodity existed. This policy was aimed to encourage farmers to 
participate in the market during economic transition, while at the same time the 
government still keeps control of proportion of the agricultural products for food security 
consideration. The establishment of agricultural futures markets was one of the steps 
aimed the elimination of the dual price system. The goal of this thesis is to find the best 
model to forecast prices on the futures markets for agricultural commodities in china. 
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Two commodities, soy bean and green bean which are respectively traded on the DCE 
and ZCE Chinese markets, are analyzed.  
The best model includes a high degree of predictability of the pattern in the prices. In 
order words, the best model can provide effective signals for the spot market prices. It 
provides a reliable forecast of spot prices in the future to allow marketers manage 
effectively their risks in the production or marketing processes. It is also an interest for 
international market participants from countries like Canada, US, Australia and EU, who 
are major grain exporters to China (USDA FAS, 2002).  
 
This thesis uses data from a daily survey of market prices from 9/14/1994 to 
12/16/2002, we applied Box-Jenkins’ Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average 
(ARIMA), and the Vector Auto-Regressive models (VAR). The analysis revealed that the 
endogenous variables are co-integrated and the residuals sum of square of the VAR 
model is less than that of the single series in most cases. We can use the VAR model to 
forecast the future prices of soy bean and green bean on the Chinese futures markets. 
Therefore, we can use the VAR model to fit the VECM and analyze the short-run and 
long- run trend of prices.  
 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follow: Section II is a summary of 
theoretical and empirical studies related futures markets. Section III discusses the 
methodology, section IV presents the findings and section V provides a tentative 
conclusion. 
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II-    LITTEARTURE REVIEW 
There are few studies on futures markets in China. Most publications about these 
markets are descriptive analyses with emphases on legislative and / or other developing 
issues. Such papers include papers written by Tao and Lei (1998), Fan, Ding and Wang 
(1999), and Zhu and Zhu (2000). The historical development of futures markets in China 
can be found in Yao (1998).  Yao also provided a detailed structural analysis of the 
commodities futures markets and the government’s legislative and regulatory attempts 
along the way. Williams, et al. (1998) described the development and the characteristics 
of mung bean trading in the CZCE. By analyzing the price spreads between different 
contracts in the same crop year, they found that the condition for arbitrage existed on the 
CZCE. Durham and Si (1999) examined the relationship between the DCE and the CBOT 
soybean futures prices. Using the law of one-price models, they conclude that  soybean 
futures price in DCE is influenced by CBOT price, but that relationship between the two 
cannot be well represented by one single model.   
The development of co-integration theory by Engle and Grange (1987) provided a 
new technique for analyzing jointly economic variables.  Its fast progress is to a large 
extend due to its usefulness in applied work. Many economic issues have been reanalyzed 
using co-integration toolkit with partly very interesting new findings and insights. David 
Yanky (2004), using Box-Jenkin’s ARIMA single process, random walk and VAR 
models to analyze metal future prices on the Chinese SFE futures market found that there 
is co-integration among relevant variables, in the presence of co-integration, vector 
processes perform better than single series. Aulton, Ennew, and Rayner (1997) used co-
integration to reinvestigate the efficiency of the UK agricultural commodities.  
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They found that the market is efficient for wheat but not efficient for pigmeat and 
potatoes. Following Engle and Grange(1987), Johansen (1988, 1991) and Johansen and 
Juselius (1990) derived statistical procedures for testing co-integration using the 
maximum likelihood method. These procedures are based on a VAR model that allows 
for possible interactions in the determination of spot prices and futures prices. 
 
 
 
III – EMPIRICAL METHODOLOGY 
 
 a – DATA SOURCES AND DESCRIPTION
1
 
  The data in this paper are daily time series. Each of the original dataset has 1200 
observations and six variables. These data came from See Waa Finance and Information 
Corporation, which specialize in gathering financial data in China. Two commodities are 
analyzed, soybean and green bean, which are traded on the DCE and SFE futures markets 
respectively. The original dataset has some missing values. Before any statistical analysis 
was made we forecast the missing values by building single ARIMA model using data 
before any specific missing value. We continue this process to forecast all the missing 
values.  Next, we ensured that both commodities are traded on the same day before that 
particular day’s record was included in our sample size. Therefore one observation was 
deleted from the original data. Thus, there were one thousand one hundred and ninety 
nine (1199) observations remaining in the sample data used for this paper. The data 
represented daily data from 9/14/1994 to 12/16/2002. We have the following six 
variables: 
                                                 
1
  Note that David Yanky (2004), made a research and explained the origin of the data. 
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-Open Price: The price at which a given stock opened for the current day 
-Closing Price: The market price you received when you sell or buy. 
-Turnover: The number of the shares of stock or options that had traded as of the 
opening of a given trading day. 
-Opening Interest: The total number of options or futures contracts that were not 
closed or delivered on a particular day. 
-High: The highest price during the day. 
-Low: The lowest price during the day. 
The original data was saved as a Microsoft Excel file. All variables suffixed with “_s” are 
from the soybean commodity and those suffixed with “_g” are from the green bean 
commodity. Accordingly, 
(i) open_s represented daily open price for soybean 
(ii) close_s represented closing price for soybean 
(iii) open_g represented daily open price for green bean 
(iv) Close_g represented daily closing price for green bean. 
 The variables to be forecasted are open and close prices for each of the two commodities.  In the   
model identification and before any future analysis, we did not include the last 30 observations 
i.e. (1170-1199).  Once the model is identified, we use it to forecast these last thirty observations 
and their residuals square were calculated. We compare single series to vector series by 
comparing the sum of square of the residuals for each commodity. 
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b- METHODOLOGY 
b-1- SINGLE SERIES 
The most crucial steps in time series are identifying the appropriate model and the 
model building based on the available data. Model identification refers to the 
methodology in identifying the required transformation. We used the plots of the original 
series for both commodities to determine whether the series contained a trend, 
seasonality, outliers, non-constant variances and other non-normal and non-stationary 
phenomena. Next, we computed the autocorrelation function (ACF), the partial 
autocorrelation function (PACF) and the inverse autocorrelation function (IACF) of the 
original data and examined them to confirm a necessary degree of differencing. Also, we 
used the ADF test to test for the stationarity of each series. The four series were all 
determined to be non-stationary, hence differencing was necessary for each of them in 
determining a single series model that will fit. We applied Box-Cox power 
transformation to stabilize the variance before taking any differencing because 
differencing may create some negative values, 
         Box-Jenkins’ ARIMA model has three parts, the auto-regressive part, the integrated 
part and the moving average part. Following is description of each one of them.  
• The first part is the autoregressive (AR) term. The AR (p) represents pth order 
autoregressive model. Each AR term corresponds to use of a lagged value of the 
residual in the forecasting equation for unconditional residual. AR(p) has the form 
.2211 tptpttt xxxx εφφφ ++++= −−− K  
• The second part is the integration order term. Each integration order I(d) corresponds 
to differencing the series being studied. A first-order integrated component means 
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that the model is designed for the first difference of the original series. A second- 
order component corresponds to using second differences, and so on. 
• The third part is the moving average part. A moving average of order q, denoted by 
MA (q), is a model that represents time series tx  as a linear combination of q random 
fluctuations, which usually refers as a white noise. The MA(q) has the form: 
 
  
The general ARIMA (p, d, q) model is of the form: 
( )( ) ( ) tqqtdPP aBBXBBB θθθφφ −−−+=−−−− LL 101 111 , where 0θ  is the drift. 
 
        Finally we need to estimate the parameters qdp ,,  of the ARIMA model. We can 
summarize the steps for fitting the Box-Jenkins’ ARIMA model as following. 
(i) For each series (open_s, close_s, open_g, close_g), we first plotted the series to carefully 
examine if there was the need for variance-stabilizing and/or differencing 
transformations.  
(ii)   We use an ADF test to test the stationarity for each series.  
(iii) We computed and examined the autocorrelation function (ACF) as well as the partial 
autocorrelation function (PACF) of the original series to further confirm the degree of 
differencing. That is to remove non-stationarity from the series. 
(iv) Next we used the power transformation by increment of 0.5 to ensure that we obtain the 
best lambda.  The following table #1 shows a sample of transformation for each λ  value.  
 
 
.2211 qtqttttx −−− ++++= εθεθεθε K
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Table 1- Box Cox transformation 
 Value ofλ  Transformation 
-1 Inverse 
-0.5 Inverse square root 
0 Log  
0.5 Square root 
1 No transformation 
…… …. 
 
(v) We apply the required transformation and differencing for each series to remove the non-
stationarity.   
(vi) Finally, we compute and examine the sample ACF and PACF of the properly transformed 
and differenced series, as well as the Extended Sample Autocorrelation Function (ESACF) in 
order to identify the order (p) of the autoregressive part and order (q) the moving average part 
for the transformed model. This process was identified by matching the patterns in the sample 
ACF and PACF with theoretical patterns of known models as summarized in table 2 below. 
 
                This method of cutting off property of the PACF and IACF for the AR models 
and the same cutting off property of the ACF for the MA models seems simple. However, 
this technique becomes complex for the selection of p and q for a combined ARMA(p, d , 
q) model. In this case the ESACF provides an excellent tool to the model selection trough 
the probability values. It is better due to the fact that we can select   p, d and q at the same 
Table 2. Characteristics of theoretical ACF and PACF for stationary processes 
Process ACF PACF 
AR (p) 
Tails off as exponential decay or 
damped sine wave 
Cuts off after lag p 
MA(q) Cuts off after lag q 
Tails off as exponential decay or 
damped sine wave 
ARMA (p , q) 
Tails off after lag (q – p) 
If q>p 
Tails off after lag (p – q) 
If p>q 
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time. We used both ESACF and Squared Canonical Correlation Estimates (SCAN) 
method. We use the chi-square goodness of fit test to find the best fitted model. Once the 
model is identified we use it to forecast the next 30 observations and computed the 
residuals 
 
b-2- VECTOR AUTOREGRESSIVE MODEL 
In the study of multivariate processes, a framework is needed for describing not 
only the properties of the individual series but also the possible cross relationships among 
the series. The purposes for analyzing and modeling the series jointly are to understand 
the dynamic relationships over time among the series and improve the accuracy of the 
forecasts for individual series by utilizing the additional information available from the 
related series in the forecasts for each series.  As in the case of univariate time series, 
there are several steps in the model identification.  The unit-root aspects of a vector 
process become more complex in the multivariate case compared to the univariate case 
due in part to the possibility of co-integration among vector series.  Since the unit root 
test is complex in the multivariate case let us give an overview of the DF test in the 
univariate case before we examine the multivariate case.  
Generally, in order to avoid spurious regressions in time series, it is important to 
test for the presence of unit roots. There are several ways of testing for the presence of a 
unit root. In the univariate case, the emphasis here will be using the Dickey-Fuller (DF) 
approach
2
 to test the null hypothesis that the series does contain a unit root
3
  against the 
alternative of stationarity.  There are other methods to test the stationarity of series such 
                                                 
2
  Dickey and Fuller (1979) 
3
  A series that contains unit roots is said to be non-stationary. The series can be non-stationary in mean, in 
variance or both. 
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as the non-parametric tests developed by Phillips and Perron, based on Phillips and 
Perron (1987) z test, which involves transforming the test statistic to eliminate any 
autocorrelation in the model and the Sargan-Bahargava (1983) co-integration regression 
Durbin Waston (CRDW) test based on the usual Durbin Waston statistics. 
The DF tests tend to be more popular because either of their simplicity or their more 
general nature.  The simplest form of the DF test amounts to estimating: 
ttat uyy += −1ρ                                                                                                        (1) 
or ttatt uyyyL +−=∆=− −1)1()1( ρ            ),0(~
2σIIDut      ,                             (2) 
where ty the response variable at period t and the error term are assumed to follow a 
normal distribution with mean zero and constant variance. 
The DF null and alternative hypothesizes are as follow
4
: 
01:
01:0
<−
=−
aa
a
H
H
ρ
ρ
 
The standard approach to test such a hypothesis is to construct a t-test; however, 
under non-stationary, the statistic computed does not follow a standard t-distribution, but 
rather a DF distribution.   
A general form of the DF test called the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) 
allows testing for the stationarity in the presence of deterministic components (constant 
and trend).  The ADF test is an extension of the DF simple test and it assumes a )(pAR  
process.  In multivariate time series, the model needed to test for the null hypothesis of 
stochastic trend (non-stationarity) against the alternative of deterministic trend 
(stationarity) is as follow.  
                                                 
4
  There is a presence of unit root under the null hypothesis and the series is stationary under the alternative. 
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),0(~
*
2
1
11
*
σ
γµψψ
IIDu
utyyy
t
p
i tititt ∑
−
= −−
+++∆+=∆
                                              
where ).....(* 21 pψψψψ +++= . 
This model can be extended even further to allow for the MA parts in the error 
term. It is generally believed that the MA terms are present in many macro-economic 
time series. The ADF test is comparable with the simple DF test, but it involves adding 
an unknown number of lagged differences of the dependant variable to capture auto-
correlated omitted variables that would otherwise, by default enter the error term.  In this 
way, we can validly apply unit root test when the underlying d.g.p is quite general. 
However, it is important to select the appropriate lag length, too few may result in the 
over-rejecting the null when it is true, while too many lags may reduce the power of the 
test. The SAS outputs will allow us to understand the presence of unit root in the 
multivariate case. Under the null hypothesis of the ADF test in multivariate time series, 
we need to test for co-integration
5
 between endogenous variables or fit the vector error 
correction model (VECM).  Co-integration, is a concept for modeling equilibrium or long 
run relations of economic variables, it has been developed rapidly over last years. Its fast 
progress is to a large extend due to its usefulness in applied work. Many economic issues 
have been reanalyzed using co-integration toolkit with partly very interesting new 
findings and insights. In testing for co-integration the Johansen’s procedure is more 
appropriate in the sense that it allows to deal with models with several endogenous 
variables. There are three steps Johansen approach. The first step is to determine the 
order of integration of the individual variables. Then the number of co-integration 
                                                 
5
  The concept of co-integration mimics the existence of long run equilibrium between the domestic prices 
and world prices.  With the co-integration, the error term can be interpreted as the disequilibrium error. 
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relation has to be investigated. When the number of co-integration relation is known, 
their parameters can be estimated and the estimated co-integration equation shows the 
long run relationship between economic variables. The short run relationship is obtained 
by the coefficient on the lagged difference.  Also it is important to test whether or not we 
should include deterministic terms such as an intercept and time trend in the model. From 
the plots of original series, (open, close), we can find if there is time trend and or constant 
term in the model. Similar to the univariate test, the Augmented Dickey-Fuller
6
 (ADF) 
which is a more general can be used to test for the presence of time trend and constant 
term in the model. The ADF test is more general because it allows not only to know the 
number of lags in the model, but also to test the presence of deterministic terms.  Now, 
following the Johansen approach, we can define a vector ty  of n potentially endogenous 
variables, it is possible to model ty  as an unrestricted vector auto regression (VAR) 
involving up to k lags of ty : 
tktktt uyAyAy +++= −− ....................11                                                                         (3) 
where  ),0(~ ΣNut . 
ty  is a (n x 1) vector of endogenous variables
7
  and k is the number of lags, each of the 
iA  are  (n x n) matrix of parameters. This kind of VAR model has been advocated by 
Sims (1980) as a way to estimate dynamic relationships among jointly endogenous 
variables without imposing strong a priori restrictions
8
. The system is in a reduced form 
                                                 
6
 The ADF test is a more general test when we consider that ty follows an 
thp order AR process. For more 
information see  Richard  Harris and Robert Sollis: Applied time series modeling  and forecasting , p48-54 
7
 Note that  there are two variables ( open and close prices for Soybean and Green bean ) in this model. 
Therefore n=2. 
8
  Restrictions such as particular structural relationships and/ or the exogeneity of some of the variables. 
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with each variable in  ty  regressed on only lagged values of both itself and all other 
variables in the system. Thus, the ordinary least squares (OLS) is an efficient way to 
estimate each equation comprising (3), since the right hand side of each equation in the 
system (3) comprises common set (of lagged and thus predetermined) regressors. System 
(3) can be reformulated into a VCEM form: 
tit
p
i
itt uyyy +∆Γ+Π=∆ −
−
=
− ∑
1
1
1     ,                                              (4) 
where: 
∑
=
+=
−=Γ
pj
ij
ji A
1
,    1.,..........3,2,1 −= ki  
∑
=
=
−=Π
pj
j
kj IA
1
. 
This way of specifying the system contains information on both the short-run and long-
run adjustment to changes in ty , via the estimates of Γ
^
 and Π
^
 respectively. 
'αβ=Π , where α  represents  the speed of adjustment  to disequilibrium  and β  is a 
matrix of  long run coefficients such that the term kty −'β  in (3) represents up to n-1 co-
integration relationships in the multivariate model, which ensure that ty  converge with 
their long run steady state solutions. Assuming ty  is a vector of non-stationary I(1), then 
all terms  (4)
9
 that involves ity −  are I(0) while kty −Π  must also be stationary
10
  for  
)0(~ Iut  to be “white noise”. So far, the VECM can be estimated using (4) which 
contains no deterministic components such as intercept and trend, as stated earlier there is 
                                                 
9
  Equation (4) represents the first difference of equation (3). 
10
  There are three instances when the requirement that )0(~ IZ kt−Π  is met. 
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the issue of setting the appropriate lag length of 1+−∆ kty  to ensure that the residuals are 
Gaussian. Setting the values of k  is also bound up with the issue of whether there are 
variables that only affect the short run behavior of the model and that, if they are omitted  
will become part of the error term tu .  Residuals misspecification can arise as a 
consequence of omitting these important conditioning variables, and increasing the lag 
length k  is not the solution (Harris and Sollis, 2000). By including deterministic terms, 
equation (4) can be rewritten as follows: 
t
p
i
ititt uvyyy ++∆Γ+=∆ ∑
−
=
−−
1
1
1'αβ                                                                           (5) 
Equation (5) represents the VECM, where ty  a vector of endogenous variables.   
            In summary, we fitted the VAR model as follows: 
(i) We plotted the joint series to examine if they have common trend and or if they 
are non-stationary. Next we used the ADF test to test the stationarity of the series. 
This test was conducted at the level’s stage and then at first-differencing stage. 
(ii) Conduct the Stock Watson’s  tests for common trend. 
(iii) The next step was to conduct a co-integration test following the Johansen 
approach. 
(iv) The last step was to fit the VAR model by selecting the appropriate lag length. 
We did not include the last thirty observations. We then used the fitted VAR 
model to forecast the last thirty values. The residual squares for these last 30 
observations were then calculated. 
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IV-EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
 
III-1- SINGLE SERIES 
 
(i) – Plots of the Original Series 
       As we stated in the methodology, we examined carefully the original plot for each 
series.  The plots are reported in the Appendix. A careful examination of these plots 
indicates that each series contains non-constant variance and there seems to have a trend 
in each plot. The joint series show also the existence of co-integration among endogenous 
variables.  A test statistic is needed to confirm each one of them.  
 
 (ii) - ACF, PACF, IACF of the original series 
 
Soy bean 
                                    Name of Variable = open 
                               Mean of Working Series    2578.858 
                               Standard Deviation        459.4606 
                               Number of Observations        1169 
                                         Autocorrelations 
  Lag    Covariance    Correlation  -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error 
    0        211104        1.00000    |                  |********************|    0 
    1        210514        0.99721    |                 .|********************| 0.029248 
    2        209892        0.99426    |                . |********************| 0.050564 
    3        209187        0.99092    |               .  |********************| 0.065177 
    4        208451        0.98743    |               .  |********************| 0.076993 
    5        207721        0.98397    |               .  |********************| 0.087156 
 
                                  "." marks two standard errors 
 
                                     Inverse Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1       -0.47477    |           *********|.                   | 
                  2       -0.04643    |                   *|.                   | 
                  3        0.00298    |                   .|.                   | 
                  4        0.00677    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5        0.02675    |                   .|*                   | 
 
                                     Partial Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1        0.99721    |                   .|********************| 
                  2       -0.02847    |                   *|.                   | 
                  3       -0.07142    |                   *|.                   | 
                  4       -0.02474    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5        0.00929    |                   .|.                   | 
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Soy bean 
                                    Name of Variable = close 
                               Mean of Working Series    2580.364 
                               Standard Deviation        458.5463 
                               Number of Observations        1169 
                                         Autocorrelations 
  Lag    Covariance    Correlation  -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error 
    0        210265        1.00000    |                 |********************|    0 
    1        209778        0.99768    |                .|********************|   0.029248 
    2        209204        0.99495    |               . |********************|   0.050580 
    3        208591        0.99204    |              .  |********************|   0.065208 
    4        207951        0.98900    |              .  |********************|   0.077044 
    5        207302        0.98591    |              .  |********************|   0.087231 
 
                                  "." marks two standard errors 
 
                                     Inverse Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1       -0.52507    |         ***********|.                   | 
                  2        0.02237    |                   .|.                   | 
                  3       -0.00568    |                   .|.                   | 
                  4        0.00620    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5        0.00218    |                   .|.                   | 
 
                                     Partial Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1        0.99768    |                   .|********************| 
                  2       -0.09071    |                  **|.                   | 
                  3       -0.03321    |                   *|.                   | 
                  4       -0.02384    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5       -0.00476    |                   .|.                   | 
 
              
Green Bean 
                                    Name of Variable = open 
                               Mean of Working Series    37716.44 
                               Standard Deviation         7635.61 
                               Number of Observations        1169 
                                         Autocorrelations 
  Lag    Covariance    Correlation  -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error 
    0      58302546        1.00000    |                    |*****************|     0 
    1      58021482        0.99518    |                   .|*****************|  0.029248 
    2      57703868        0.98973    |                  . |*****************|  0.050496 
    3      57419571        0.98486    |                 .  |*****************|  0.065006 
    4      57124505        0.97979    |                 .  |*****************|  0.076715 
    5      56822232        0.97461    |                 .  |**************** |  0.086762 
                                  "." marks two standard errors 
                                     Inverse Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1       -0.56608    |         ***********|.                   | 
                  2        0.10900    |                   .|**                  | 
                  3       -0.05239    |                   *|.                   | 
                  4        0.00560    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5        0.00388    |                   .|.                   | 
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                                     Partial Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1        0.99518    |                   .|********************| 
                  2       -0.06759    |                   *|.                   | 
                  3        0.06118    |                   .|*                   | 
                  4       -0.03013    |                   *|.                   | 
                  5       -0.00842    |                   .|.                   | 
 
 
Green bean 
                                 Name of Variable = close 
                               Mean of Working Series    37715.66 
                               Standard Deviation        7598.005 
                               Number of Observations        1169 
                                         Autocorrelations 
  Lag    Covariance    Correlation  -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error 
    0      57729686        1.00000    |                    |*****************|     0 
    1      57442427        0.99502    |                   .|*****************|   0.029248 
    2      57105673        0.98919    |                  . |*****************|   0.050491 
    3      56812832        0.98412    |                 .  |*****************|   0.064988 
    4      56524795        0.97913    |                 .  |*****************|   0.076683 
    5      56242604        0.97424    |                 .  |**************** |   0.086721 
                                  "." marks two standard errors 
 
                                     Inverse Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1       -0.58554    |        ************|.                   | 
                  2        0.12907    |                   .|***                 | 
                  3       -0.05491    |                   *|.                   | 
                  4        0.01772    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5       -0.00634    |                   .|.                   | 
 
                                     Partial Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1        0.99502    |                   .|********************| 
                  2       -0.08886    |                  **|.                   | 
                  3        0.08176    |                   .|**                  | 
                  4       -0.00868    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5        0.01415    |                   .|.                   | 
 
 
The ACF decays slowly in all four models. For the soybean, the PACF cuts off after lag 1 
for both open and close. The IACF has two peaks at lag 2 and 3. These IACF have 
alternate positive and negative values.  In the green bean commodity, the ACF decays 
slowly and the PACF cuts off at lag 1 and the IACF cuts off after lag 1 with negative 
value.  From the analysis of the ACF, PACF and IACF, we need to take some difference.  
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       (iii) – ADF tests of the original series  
               
   Table 3-a     Augmented Dickey Fuller Test: Open ( Soy bean) 
Type Lag Rho Pr<Rho Tau Pr<Tau F Pr>F 
0 -0.0513 0.6713 -0.12 0.6417 
1 -0.0618 0.6689 -0.14 0.6350 
Zero Mean 
2 -0.0737 0.6662 -0.16 0.6298 
 
0 -2.9620 0.6615 -1.25 0.6554 0.79 0.8703 
1 -3.1909 0.6336 -1.29 0.6370 0.84 0.8574 
Single Mean 
 
2 -3.7208 0.5710 -1.39 0.5889 0.97 0.8226 
0 -6.9318 0.6693 -2.32 0.4197 3.18 0.5381 
1 -7.3034 0.6393 -2.34 0.4091 3.18 0.5382 
Trend 
2 -8.2428 0.5649 -2.44 0.3567 3.37 0.4983 
               
    Table  3-b   Augmented Dickey Fuller Test: Close ( Soy bean) 
Type Lag Rho Pr<Rho Tau Pr<Tau F Pr>F 
0 -0.0153 0.6795      -0.04 0.6697 
1 -0.0253 0.6772 -0.06 0.6629 
Zero Mean 
2 -0.0347 0.6751 -0.08 0.6565 
 
0 -2.5243 0.7152 -1.18 0.6877 0.70 0.8911 
1 -3.0332 0.6528 -1.28 0.6406 0.84 0.8575 
Single Mean 
 
2 -3.2714 0.6239 -1.32 0.6213 0.89 0.8440 
0 -6.1717 0.7307 -2.26 0.4531 3.04 0.5654 
1 -7.0521 0.6595 -2.35 0.4073 3.16 0.5408 
Trend 
2 -7.4405 0.6283 -2.37 0.3965 3.17 0.5399 
               
  Table 3-c     Augmented Dickey Fuller Test:  Open ( Green bean) 
Type Lag Rho Pr<Rho Tau Pr<Tau F Pr>F 
0 -0.1435 0.6503 -0.24 0.6013 
1 -0.1715 0.6439 -0.26 0.5922 
Zero Mean 
2 -0.1811 0.6418 -0.29 0.5815 
 
0 -4.9062 0.4444 -1.61 0.4782 1.30 0.7388 
1 -5.7604 0.3669 -1.74 0.4117 1.51 0.6830 
Single Mean 
 
2 -5.0451 0.4310 -1.60 0.4847 1.27 0.7447 
0 -6.3613 0.7154 -2.00 0.5994 2.63 0.6492 
1 -7.3117 0.6386 -2.12 0.5339 2.80 0.6151 
Trend 
2 -6.4347 0.7095 -1.96 0.6248 2.40 0.6951 
                           
                    
    Table 3-d     Augmented Dickey Fuller Test: Close ( Green bean) 
Type Lag Rho Pr<Rho Tau Pr<Tau F Pr>F 
0 -0.1406 0.6510 -0.23 0.6043 
1 -0.1832 0.6413 -0.27 0.5897 
Zero Mean 
2 -0.2030 0.6368 -0.32 0.5710 
 
0 -5.1464 0.4214 -1.65 0.4546 1.37 0.7192 
1 -6.3040 0.3238 -1.82 0.3711 1.66 0.6456 
Single Mean 
 
2 -5.2544 0.4113 -1.62 0.4739 1.31 0.7362 
0 -6.6222 0.6944 -2.04 0.5769 2.68 0.6394 
1 -7.8928 0.5923 -2.19 0.4956 2.88 0.5985 
Trend 
2 -6.5894 0.6970 -1.95 0.6297 2.28 0.7194 
 
The Dickey-Fuller test shows clearly that the four series are non-stationary. 
Differencing is needed as well as power transformation as indicated in tables 3.a -3.d. 
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(iv)  – Box Cox Power Transformation 
              
Table  4 a :Box Cox Transformation for Soy bean 
Box Cox Transformation for Open For Soybean Box Cox Transformation for Close For Soybean 
Lambda R-Square Log Like Lambda R-Square Log Like 
-2.0 0.36 -6904.14 -2.0 0.37 -6894.93 
-1.5 0.36 -6885.47 -1.5 0.37 -6875.77 
-1.0 + 0.36 -6876.08* -1.0+ 0.37 -6865.198 
-0.5 0.35 -6875.88< -0.5 0.36 -6865.45< 
 00 0.35 -6884.68 0.0 0.36 -6874.00 
 0.5 0.34 -6902.22 0.5 0.35 -6891.39 
 1.0 0.34 -6928.21 1.0 0.35 -6917.30 
 1.5 0.33 -6962.29 1.5 0.34 -6951.37 
 2.0 0.32 -7004.11 2.0 0.33 -6993.21 
 2.5 0.31 -7053.26 2.5 0.32 -7042.43 
 3.0 0.30 -7109.36 3.0 0.31 -7098.62 
                     <    Best  Lambda                      *    Confidence Interval                     +    Convenient Lambda 
 
 
 
Table 4- b :Box Cox Transformation for Green bean 
 
Box Cox Transformation for Open for Green Bean 
 
Box Cox Transformation for Close for Green Bean 
Lambda R-Square Log Like Lambda R-Square Log Like 
-2.0 0.06 -10555.4 -2.0 0.06 -10550..5 
-1.5 0.06 -10501.8 -1.5 0.06 -10496.4 
-1.0 0.06 -10459.8 -1.0 0.06 -10454.3 
-0.5 0.06 -10429.8 -0.5 0.06 -10406.0 
 00 0.06 -10411.8 0.0 0.06 -10401.9 
 0.5+ 0.07 -104.5.8< 0.5+ 0.07 -10400.0< 
 1.0 0.07 -10411.7 1.0 0.07 -10405.7 
 1.5 0.07 -10457.8 1.5 0.07 -10423.1 
 2.0 0.07 -10494.1 2.0 0.07 -10451.5 
 2.5 0.07 -10546.5 2.5 0.07 -10490.6 
 3.0 0.07 -10539.0 3.0 0.07 -10539.7 
                     <    Best  Lambda                      *    Confidence Interval                     +    Convenient Lambda 
                      
 
Based on the Box-Cox transformation, as represented in the above tables 4-a and 
4-b, both open and close are required to be transformed. In the soy bean commodities we 
need an inverse square root transformation. In the green bean case we need a square root 
transformation 
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(v) - ADF tests after the first difference    
               
  Table  5-a     Augmented Dickey Fuller Test:  open soy bean 
Type Lag Rho Pr<Rho Tau Pr<Tau F Pr>F 
0 -1119.50 0.0001 -32.77 0.0001 
1 -960.830 0.0001 -21.89 0.0001 
Zero Mean 
2 -914.477 0.0001 -18.10 0.0001 
 
0 -1119.52 0.0001 -32.76 0.0001 536.51 0.0010 
1 -960.856 0.0001 -21.88 0.0001 239.43 0.0010 
Single Mean 
 
2 -914.533 0.0001 -18.09 0.0001 163.64 0.0010 
0 -1120.37 0.0001 -32.77 0.0001 536.37 0.0010 
1 -962.908 0.0001 -21.90 0.0001 239.77 0.0010 
Trend 
2 -918.209 0.0001 -18.11 0.0001 164.02 0.0010 
                              
     Table 5-b   Augmented Dickey Fuller Test:  close soy bean 
Type Lag Rho Pr<Rho Tau Pr<Tau F Pr>F 
0 -1056.73 0.0001 -31.04 0.0001 
1 -971.266 0.0001 -22.01 0.0001 
Zero Mean 
2 -907.583 0.0001 -1804 0.0001 
 
0 -1056.75 0.0001 -31.03 0.0001 481.42 0.0010 
1 -971.320 0.0001 -22.00 0.0001 241.98 0.0010 
Single Mean 
 
2 -907.670 0.0001 -18.03 0.0001 162.57 0.0010 
0 -1057.68 0.0001 -31.04 0.0001 481.74 0.0010 
1 -973.510 0.0001 -22.01 0.0001 242.29 0.0010 
Trend 
2 -911.337 0.0001 -18.05 0.0001 162.87 0.0010 
          
    Table 5-c    Augmented Dickey Fuller Test:  open  green bean 
Type Lag Rho Pr<Rho Tau Pr<Tau F Pr>F 
0 -1074.41 0.0001 -31.54 0.0001 
1 -1184.01 0.0001 -24.35 0.0001 
Zero Mean 
2 -1007.20 0.0001 -18.82 0.0001 
 
0 -1074.42 0.0001 -31.52 0.0001 496.82 0.0010 
1 -1184.02 0.0001 -24.34 0.0001 296.12 0.0010 
Single Mean 
 
2 -1007.18 0.0001 -18.81 0.0001 176.87 0.0010 
0 -1075.56 0.0001 -31.54 0.0001 497.41 0.0010 
1 -1187.12 0.0001 -24.36 0.0001 296.59 0.0010 
Trend 
2 -1107.47 0.0001 -18.82 0.0001 177.17 0.0010 
      
            Table 5-d     Augmented Dickey Fuller Test:  Close green bean 
Type Lag Rho Pr<Rho Tau Pr<Tau F Pr>F 
0 -1046.08 0.0001 -37.77 0.0001 
1 -1185.37 0.0001 -24.44 0.0001 
Zero Mean 
2 -1144.17 0.0001 -19.64 0.0001 
 
0 -1046.09 0.0001 -30.76 0.0001 473.12 0.0010 
1 -1185.37 0.0001 -24.43 0.0001 298.37 0.0010 
Single Mean 
 
2 -1144.16 0.0001 -19.63 0.0001 192.63 0.0010 
0 -1047.14 0.0001 -30.78 0.0001 473.59 0.0010 
1 -1188.08 0.0001 -24.44 0.0001 298.69 0.0010 
Trend 
2 -1149.08 0.0001 -19.64 0.0001 192.74 0.0010 
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The ADF tests on the two variables indicate that the transformed series are now 
non-stationary for each model. The ARIMA model for the single series can be built. 
Therefore, we need to estimate the parameters p and q. As stated earlier the ESACF is an 
easier way to compute p, d and q at the same time. Before the ESACF output we can look 
at the ACF, PACF, IACF of the properly transformed differencing.  
(vi) - ACF, PACF, IACF of the series after the first difference 
 
                                         Soy bean 
                                     First Difference 
                                     Name of Variable = open 
                      Period(s) of Differencing                           1 
                      Mean of Working Series                       0.090753 
                      Standard Deviation                           31.87111 
                      Number of Observations                           1168 
                      Observation(s) eliminated by differencing           1 
 
                                         Autocorrelations 
Lag   Covariance    Correlation  -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1    Std Error 
    0      1015.767        1.00000    |                |******************|         0 
    1     41.294686        0.04065    |               .|*                 |      0.029260 
    2     78.485916        0.07727    |               .|**                |      0.029309 
    3     23.504748        0.02314    |               .|.                 |      0.029482 
    4     12.505667        0.01231    |               .|.                 |      0.029498 
    5    -31.147436        -.03066    |               *|.                 |      0.029502 
                                  "." marks two standard errors 
 
                                     Inverse Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1       -0.02792    |                   *|.                   | 
                  2       -0.07457    |                   *|.                   | 
                  3       -0.02393    |                   .|.                   | 
                  4       -0.01628    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5        0.03000    |                   .|*                   | 
 
                                     Partial Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1        0.04065    |                   .|*                   | 
                  2        0.07574    |                   .|**                  | 
                  3        0.01729    |                   .|.                   | 
                  4        0.00501    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5       -0.03463    |                   *|.                   | 
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                                    Name of Variable = close 
                      Period(s) of Differencing                           1 
                      Mean of Working Series                       0.141267 
                      Standard Deviation                           28.82582 
                      Number of Observations                           1168 
                      Observation(s) eliminated by differencing           1 
                                         Autocorrelations 
 Lag    Covariance    Correlation  -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   Std Error 
 
    0       830.928        1.00000    |                  |******************|     0 
    1     78.408443        0.09436    |                 .|**                |    0.029260 
    2     41.699280        0.05018    |                 .|*                 |    0.029520 
    3     26.602255        0.03202    |                 .|*                 |    0.029593 
    4     20.574933        0.02476    |                 .|.                 |    0.029622 
    5     -1.080078        -.00130    |                 .|.                 |    0.029640 
                                  "." marks two standard errors 
 
 
                                     Inverse Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1       -0.08427    |                  **|.                   | 
                  2       -0.03509    |                   *|.                   | 
                  3       -0.01978    |                   .|.                   | 
                  4       -0.01695    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5        0.01287    |                   .|.                   | 
 
 
                                     Partial Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1        0.09436    |                   .|**                  | 
                  2        0.04165    |                   .|*                   | 
                  3        0.02380    |                   .|.                   | 
                  4        0.01787    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5       -0.00763    |                   .|.                   | 
 
                           Green bean 
                       Name of Variable = open 
                      Period(s) of Differencing                           1 
                      Mean of Working Series                       1.669521 
                      Standard Deviation                           681.8214 
                      Number of Observations                           1168 
                      Observation(s) eliminated by differencing           1 
                                         Autocorrelations 
  Lag    Covariance    Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   Std Error 
    0        464880        1.00000    |                  |******************|       0 
    1     36873.855        0.07932    |                 .|**                |    0.029260 
    2    -19790.579        -.04257    |                 *|.                 |    0.029444 
    3     22214.647        0.04779    |                 .|*                 |    0.029496 
    4     15204.019        0.03271    |                 .|*                 |    0.029563 
    5    -11942.187        -.02569    |                 *|.                 |    0.029594 
                                  "." marks two standard errors 
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                                     Inverse Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1       -0.09044    |                  **|.                   | 
                  2        0.05238    |                   .|*                   | 
                  3       -0.04839    |                   *|.                   | 
                  4       -0.02616    |                   *|.                   | 
                  5        0.02537    |                   .|*                   | 
 
                                     Partial Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1        0.07932    |                   .|**                  | 
                  2       -0.04917    |                   *|.                   | 
                  3        0.05571    |                   .|*                   | 
                  4        0.02215    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5       -0.02573    |                   *|.                   | 
 
 
                        Name of Variable = close 
                      Period(s) of Differencing                           1 
                      Mean of Working Series                       2.020548 
                      Standard Deviation                           692.0724 
                      Number of Observations                           1168 
                      Observation(s) eliminated by differencing           1 
                                         Autocorrelations 
  Lag    Covariance    Correlation  -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error 
    0        478964        1.00000    |                  |*******************|    0 
    1     49624.212        0.10361    |                 .|**                 |   0.029260 
    2    -24681.431        -.05153    |                 *|.                  |   0.029573 
    3      -246.402        -.00051    |                 .|.                  |   0.029649 
    4     -2015.945        -.00421    |                 .|.                  |   0.029649 
    5     -8780.868        -.01833    |                 .|.                  |   0.029650 
                                  "." marks two standard errors 
 
                                     Inverse Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1       -0.11674    |                  **|.                   | 
                  2        0.06506    |                   .|*                   | 
                  3       -0.01127    |                   .|.                   | 
                  4        0.00506    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5        0.01629    |                   .|.                   | 
 
                                     Partial Autocorrelations 
                Lag    Correlation    -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
                  1        0.10361    |                   .|**                  | 
                  2       -0.06294    |                   *|.                   | 
                  3        0.01186    |                   .|.                   | 
                  4       -0.00882    |                   .|.                   | 
                  5       -0.01657    |                   .|.                   | 
 
 
After taking the first difference,  the ACF cuts off after lag 1 for close and open,  the 
PACF and IACF  cut off also after lag 2 for the two variables in the soy bean commodity. 
However, in the green bean, the ACF and PACF as well as the IACF cut off after lag 1. 
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Now that the series are non-stationary after the first difference and applying the required 
Box Cox transformation, we can estimate the parameters for each model using the 
ESACF  and the SCAN. 
(vii) ESACF and SCAN 
(a) - open soy bean 
                           Squared Canonical Correlation Estimates 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    0.0177    0.0094    0.0006    <.0001    0.0029    0.0037 
                AR 1    0.0065    0.0013    <.0001    0.0006    0.0017    0.0002 
                AR 2    <.0001    <.0001    0.0014    0.0014    0.0006    <.0001 
                AR 3    <.0001    <.0001    0.0013    0.0011    0.0003    0.0001 
                AR 4    0.0033    0.0013    0.0008    0.0004    <.0001    0.0003 
                AR 5    0.0024    0.0002    <.0001    0.0002    0.0004    0.0013 
 
                             SCAN Chi-Square[1] Probability Values 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    <.0001    0.0011    0.4106    0.7918    0.0750    0.0445 
                AR 1    0.0057    0.2758    0.9510    0.4303    0.2136    0.6681 
                AR 2    0.9410    0.9099    0.3149    0.3318    0.5511    0.9592 
                AR 3    0.9105    0.9665    0.3294    0.3716    0.6115    0.7890 
                AR 4    0.0487    0.3119    0.5024    0.5738    0.9908    0.6295 
                AR 5    0.0951    0.6937    0.9235    0.7516    0.5880    0.3413 
 
                            Extended Sample Autocorrelation Function 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    0.1328    0.0969    0.0247    0.0079   -0.0534   -0.0605 
                AR 1   -0.4453    0.0635   -0.0070    0.0030   -0.0312   -0.0180 
                AR 2   -0.0268    0.0425    0.0022    0.0306   -0.0255   -0.0050 
                AR 3    0.4599    0.0011    0.2165    0.0473   -0.0276   -0.0055 
                AR 4   -0.0565    0.0239    0.2912    0.3080   -0.0007   -0.0082 
                AR 5   -0.4934    0.2057   -0.0604    0.2990   -0.0009   -0.0178 
 
                                    ESACF Probability Values 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    <.0001    0.0011    0.4108    0.7921    0.0755    0.0449 
                AR 1    <.0001    0.0334    0.8177    0.9242    0.3769    0.6007 
                AR 2    0.3606    0.1496    0.9408    0.3706    0.5303    0.8989 
                AR 3    <.0001    0.9714    <.0001    0.1776    0.5068    0.8864 
                AR 4    0.0541    0.4186    <.0001    <.0001    0.9841    0.8233 
                AR 5    <.0001    <.0001    0.1459    <.0001    0.9788    0.6409 
                                      ARMA(p+d,q) Tentative 
                                      Order Selection Tests 
                                     ---SCAN--    --ESACF-- 
                                     p+d     q    p+d     q 
                                       1     1      1     2 
                                       5     0      2     2 
                                                    5     4 
                                     (5% Significance Level) 
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(b) - Close Soy bean      
                            Squared Canonical Correlation Estimates 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    0.0177    0.0034    0.0015    0.0001    0.0001    0.0010 
                AR 1    0.0017    0.0002    0.0001    0.0002    <.0001    0.0001 
                AR 2    0.0007    0.0002    0.0002    0.0003    0.0001    <.0001 
                AR 3    <.0001    0.0003    0.0003    <.0001    <.0001    0.0002 
                AR 4    0.0003    <.0001    <.0001    <.0001    <.0001    0.0002 
                AR 5    0.0012    <.0001    <.0001    0.0001    0.0002    <.0001 
 
 
                             SCAN Chi-Square[1] Probability Values 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    <.0001    0.0515    0.1961    0.6859    0.7001    0.2815 
                AR 1    0.1615    0.6915    0.7207    0.6105    0.8567    0.7616 
                AR 2    0.3680    0.7152    0.6496    0.5673    0.7564    0.8237 
                AR 3    0.9608    0.5713    0.5645    0.8863    0.9295    0.7173 
                AR 4    0.5717    0.8740    0.8785    0.9279    0.8799    0.7762 
                AR 5    0.2348    0.7952    0.9917    0.7457    0.7769    0.9774 
 
                            Extended Sample Autocorrelation Function 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    0.1328    0.0579    0.0386    0.0121   -0.0115    0.0322 
                AR 1   -0.2812   -0.0246    0.0210    0.0230    0.0032    0.0102 
                AR 2   -0.4546   -0.2591    0.0202    0.0110   -0.0143    0.0052 
                AR 3   -0.0544    0.2543   -0.1341    0.0066    0.0039    0.0112 
                AR 4    0.0866    0.0834   -0.0720    0.1013   -0.0014    0.0346 
                AR 5    0.3882    0.1970   -0.0023    0.0362    0.0693    0.0002 
 
                                    ESACF Probability Values 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    <.0001    0.0518    0.1963    0.6862    0.7002    0.2818 
                AR 1    <.0001    0.4651    0.4876    0.5488    0.9267    0.7914 
                AR 2    <.0001    <.0001    0.6228    0.7329    0.6543    0.9096 
                AR 3    0.0634    <.0001    <.0001    0.8641    0.9185    0.8283 
                AR 4    0.0031    0.0244    0.0641    0.0014    0.9679    0.4070 
                AR 5    <.0001    <.0001    0.9536    0.2960    0.0741    0.9953 
 
 
 
 
 
                                      ARMA(p+d,q) Tentative 
                                      Order Selection Tests 
                                     ---SCAN--    --ESACF-- 
                                     p+d     q    p+d     q 
 
                                       1     0      0     1 
                                       0     1      1     1 
                                                    5     2 
                                     (5% Significance Level) 
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(c) - Open Green bean 
 
                           
                            Squared Canonical Correlation Estimates 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    0.0082    0.0015    0.0019    0.0008    0.0003    0.0011 
                AR 1    0.0023    0.0004    0.0022    0.0009    0.0011    0.0010 
                AR 2    0.0027    0.0022    0.0020    0.0001    0.0006    <.0001 
                AR 3    0.0003    0.0005    0.0004    0.0005    0.0002    <.0001 
                AR 4    0.0003    0.0005    0.0009    <.0001    <.0001    0.0002 
                AR 5    0.0009    0.0010    0.0001    <.0001    <.0001    0.0003 
 
                             SCAN Chi-Square[1] Probability Values 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    0.0019    0.1844    0.1407    0.3332    0.5579    0.2729 
                AR 1    0.1029    0.5656    0.1643    0.3418    0.3317    0.3669 
                AR 2    0.0767    0.1653    0.2713    0.7276    0.4898    0.9035 
                AR 3    0.5410    0.4868    0.5494    0.5722    0.8028    0.8853 
                AR 4    0.5539    0.5032    0.4055    0.8604    0.9177    0.7725 
                AR 5    0.3141    0.3548    0.7827    0.9047    0.8376    0.6342 
 
                            Extended Sample Autocorrelation Function 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    0.0907   -0.0390    0.0433    0.0284   -0.0172   -0.0321 
                AR 1    0.4129    0.0257    0.0529    0.0371   -0.0156   -0.0233 
                AR 2    0.4954   -0.2457    0.0812   -0.0177    0.0193   -0.0051 
                AR 3   -0.3093    0.3072    0.1836    0.0306    0.0156    0.0078 
                AR 4    0.4994    0.2695    0.2259   -0.1020   -0.0215    0.0078 
                AR 5   -0.4364    0.4197    0.1763   -0.3053   -0.0194    0.0383 
 
                                    ESACF Probability Values 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    0.0019    0.1856    0.1427    0.3369    0.5617    0.2789 
                AR 1    <.0001    0.4804    0.1148    0.2949    0.6345    0.5227 
                AR 2    <.0001    <.0001    0.0141    0.6347    0.6130    0.9025 
                AR 3    <.0001    <.0001    <.0001    0.4632    0.7410    0.8741 
                AR 4    <.0001    <.0001    <.0001    0.0133    0.5549    0.8734 
                AR 5    <.0001    <.0001    0.0002    <.0001    0.6607    0.3551 
 
 
 
                                      ARMA(p+d,q) Tentative 
                                      Order Selection Tests 
                                     ---SCAN--    --ESACF-- 
                                     p+d     q    p+d     q 
                                       1     0      0     1 
                                       0     1      3     3 
                                                    5     4 
                                     (5% Significance Level) 
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(d) - Close Green bean                           
                              Squared Canonical Correlation Estimates 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    0.0132    0.0034    <.0001    <.0001    0.0005    0.0011 
                AR 1    0.0052    0.0004    <.0001    <.0001    <.0001    0.0013 
                AR 2    0.0003    0.0001    0.0002    <.0001    <.0001    0.0006 
                AR 3    0.0003    0.0006    <.0001    0.0004    0.0006    0.0006 
                AR 4    0.0003    <.0001    0.0004    0.0008    0.0005    0.0007 
                AR 5    0.0009    0.0011    0.0009    0.0004    0.0008    0.0002 
 
 
 
                             SCAN Chi-Square[1] Probability Values 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    <.0001    0.0489    0.9269    0.7470    0.4675    0.2748 
                AR 1    0.0135    0.5484    0.7596    0.8283    0.9028    0.3046 
                AR 2    0.5261    0.7199    0.6508    0.8962    0.9889    0.4656 
                AR 3    0.5603    0.4763    0.9376    0.5311    0.4644    0.5718 
                AR 4    0.5476    0.9097    0.5415    0.4110    0.5455    0.4668 
                AR 5    0.3114    0.3313    0.3874    0.6669    0.4243    0.7025 
 
 
 
 
                            Extended Sample Autocorrelation Function 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    0.1150   -0.0580    0.0027   -0.0095   -0.0215   -0.0323 
                AR 1    0.4523   -0.0519   -0.0141   -0.0028   -0.0026   -0.0281 
                AR 2    0.2395   -0.2535    0.0184   -0.0139    0.0000   -0.0190 
                AR 3    0.4980   -0.1491   -0.0426   -0.0056   -0.0002   -0.0176 
                AR 4   -0.5001   -0.0881    0.0124   -0.1382   -0.0431   -0.0294 
                AR 5   -0.4384   -0.0761    0.3998   -0.1847    0.1986   -0.0229 
 
 
 
                                    ESACF Probability Values 
                Lags      MA 0      MA 1      MA 2      MA 3      MA 4      MA 5 
                AR 0    <.0001    0.0503    0.9273    0.7483    0.4703    0.2783 
                AR 1    <.0001    0.0834    0.6650    0.9282    0.9373    0.4370 
                AR 2    <.0001    <.0001    0.5439    0.7199    0.9988    0.5966 
                AR 3    <.0001    <.0001    0.1630    0.8660    0.9961    0.6754 
                AR 4    <.0001    0.0065    0.6958    <.0001    0.2193    0.4892 
                AR 5    <.0001    0.0250    <.0001    <.0001    <.0001    0.5813 
 
 
                                      ARMA(p+d,q) Tentative 
                                      Order Selection Tests 
                                     ---SCAN--    --ESACF-- 
                                     p+d     q    p+d     q 
                                       1     1      0     1 
                                       2     0      1     1 
                                       0     2 
                                     (5% Significance Level) 
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(viii) - Autocorrelation check of the Residuals 
       a- Open Soy bean 
 
                               Autocorrelation Check of Residuals 
   To        Chi-             Pr > 
  Lag      Square     DF     ChiSq    ---------------Autocorrelations---------------- 
    6        1.12      2    0.5726     0.008    0.006  -0.019   0.020   -0.010    -0.001 
   12        8.81      8    0.3585     0.014    0.015   0.025  -0.072   -0.006     0.016 
   18       10.43     14    0.7298     0.032    0.014  -0.006  -0.003   -0.010     0.003 
   24       21.21     20    0.3850     0.052    0.035   0.064  -0.021    0.003     0.022 
   30       31.74     26    0.2017     0.015   -0.005   0.022  -0.052   -0.058    -0.044 
   36       34.00     32    0.3714    -0.017    0.030   0.006   0.013    0.020    -0.007 
   42       42.30     38    0.2908    -0.023    0.030   0.034   0.015   -0.036    -0.052 
   48       44.29     44    0.4594    -0.004    0.014   0.031   0.014   -0.016    -0.006 
 
     b- Close soy bean 
                               Autocorrelation Check of Residuals 
   To        Chi-             Pr > 
  Lag      Square     DF     ChiSq    ----------------Autocorrelations------------------ 
    6        2.25      4    0.6904     0.001  -0.005   0.011   -0.001    -0.021     0.036 
   12       11.41     10    0.3266    -0.035  -0.002   0.025   -0.019    -0.074    -0.005 
   18       18.83     16    0.2776     0.053   0.002   0.016    0.035     0.002    -0.044 
   24       24.01     22    0.3467     0.052   0.012   0.031   -0.016     0.008     0.014 
   30       33.57     28    0.2155     0.029   0.017  -0.028   -0.005     0.023    -0.074 
   36       39.91     34    0.2240    -0.005   0.058  -0.037    0.021     0.005     0.007 
   42       48.25     40    0.1739    -0.026   0.056  -0.016   -0.003    -0.053    -0.008 
   48       51.67     46    0.2621    -0.030   0.039  -0.002   -0.001     0.020     0.002 
   
    c- Open green bean 
                                       Autocorrelation Check of Residuals 
   To        Chi-             Pr > 
  Lag      Square     DF     ChiSq    ----------------Autocorrelations----------------- 
    6         .        0     .        -0.001  -0.011  -0.000   0.009    0.023    -0.014 
   12        3.28      6    0.7727    -0.002  -0.014   0.023  -0.024   -0.023     0.005 
   18       13.38     12    0.3422     0.007  -0.016  -0.003  -0.001   -0.089     0.016 
   24       17.14     18    0.5134     0.035  -0.032  -0.014   0.008   -0.025     0.001 
   30       22.05     24    0.5765     0.037  -0.040   0.008   0.023   -0.022     0.001 
   36       30.51     30    0.4400     0.001   0.000  -0.062  -0.039    0.036    -0.019 
   42       36.74     36    0.4346     0.018  -0.018   0.022   0.011    0.054     0.032 
   48       45.47     42    0.3295     0.040  -0.053   0.002   0.013   -0.050    -0.010 
 
      d-Close green bean  
                               Autocorrelation Check of Residuals 
   To        Chi-             Pr > 
  Lag      Square     DF     ChiSq    ----------------Autocorrelations------------------ 
 
    6        1.88      4    0.7570    -0.003  -0.011   -0.013  -0.001    -0.020    -0.030 
   12        6.06     10    0.8100     0.022   0.034   -0.023  -0.005     0.022    -0.030 
   18       12.74     16    0.6920    -0.012   0.007    0.034  -0.055     0.022    -0.028 
   24       15.24     22    0.8518    -0.022  -0.015    0.007  -0.028     0.016     0.017 
   30       17.93     28    0.9280     0.012  -0.040    0.013  -0.005    -0.003    -0.016 
   36       28.36     34    0.7401    -0.010   0.032   -0.073  -0.031     0.035     0.008 
   42       37.48     40    0.5842    -0.024  -0.031    0.000   0.052     0.050     0.028 
   48       41.55     46    0.6589     0.015  -0.027   -0.005   0.010    -0.028    -0.039 
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                  The autocorrelation check of residuals is shown above. The test statistics for 
the residuals series indicates whether the residuals are uncorrelated (white noise) or 
contain additional information that might be utilized by a more complex model. In this 
case, the test statistics does not reject the no-autocorrelation hypothesis at a high level of 
significance. This means that the residuals are white noise and we can fit the model.  
As it can be seen in these outputs, we have the following singles time series models. 
  
Model for Soy  Bean Single Series                
 
         
Table 6-a: Model for the soy bean single series commodities 
 
Variable (X) 
 
Model 
 
Open 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) t
t
aBB
X
BBB 22 69111.0*38152.11
1
*1**76625.0*48976.11 +−=−+−  
 
Close 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) t
t
aB
X
BB *34262.01
1
*1**46821.01 −=−−  
 
Model for Green Bean Single Series 
 
Similar to the soy bean, the following table shows the models for the single series in the 
green bean case 
Table 6-b: Model for the green bean single series commodities 
 
Variable (X) 
 
Model 
 
Open 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) tt aBBBXBBBB 3232 *10628.0*93101.0*9966.01*1*10628.0*94145.0*00263.01 +++=−+++  
 
 
Close 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) tt aBXBB *50599.01*1**37824.01 +=−+  
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III-2 -Vector Model 
               Table 7: ADF tests of the joint series 
 
    Table 7 a: Augmented Dickey Fuller Test:  original series for soy bean 
Variable Type Rho Pr<Rho Tau Pr<Tau 
Zero Mean -0.06 0.6689 -0.14 0.6350 
Single Mean -3.19 0.6336 -1.29 0.6370 
Open 
Trend -7.30 0.6393 -2.34 0.4091 
Zero Mean -0.03 0.6772 -0.06 0.6629 
Single Mean -3.03 0.6528 -1.28 0.6406 
close 
 
Trend -7.05 0.6596 -2.35 0.4073 
 
              First Difference 
  Table 7 b :   Augmented Dickey Fuller Test:  First Difference of the series for  Soy bean 
Variable Type Rho Pr<Rho Tau Pr<Tau 
Zero mean -960.83 0.0001 -21.89 0.0001 
Single mean -960.86 0.0001 -21.88 0.0001 
Open 
Trend -962.91 0.0001 -21.90 0.0001 
Zero Mean -971.27 0.0001 -22.01 0.0001 
Single mean -971.32 0.0001 -22.00 0.0001 
close 
 
Trend -973.51 0.0001 -21.01 0.0001 
               
              Green bean: Original Series 
  Table 7 c:   Augmented Dickey Fuller Test:  original series for  Green bean 
Variable Type 
 
Rho Pr<Rho Tau Pr<Tau 
Zero mean -0.17 0.6439 -0.26 0.5922 
Single mean -5.76 0.3669 -1.74 0.4117 
Open 
Trend -7.31 0.6386 -2.12 0.5339 
Zero mean -0.18 0.6413 -0.27 0.5897 
Single mean -6.30 0.3238 -1.82 0.3711 
close 
 
Trend -7.89 0.5923 -2.19 0.4956 
 
              First Difference 
  Table 7 d:   Augmented Dickey Fuller Test:  First Difference  for   Green bean 
Variable Type Rho Pr<Rho Tau Pr<Tau 
Zero mean -1184.0 0.0001 -24.35 0.0001 
Single mean -1184.0 0.0001 -24.34 0.0001 
Open 
Trend -1187.1 0.0001 -24.36 0.0001 
Zero mean -1185.4 0.0001 -24.44 0.0001 
Single mean -1185.4 0.0001 -24.43 0.0001 
close 
 
Trend -1188.1 0.0001 -24.44 0.0001 
 
           In the two commodities, using the VAR model, the ADF tests indicate that they 
are non stationry. However, they become stationary after the first difference. Thus, in 
each commodity, the series are integrated with order 1. 
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Table 8: Test for common Trend 
Table 8-a: Soy Bean   Testing for Stock-Waston’s Common  Trend Testing Using Differencing 
Filter 
HO: 
Rank = m 
H1: 
Rank=s 
Eigen-value Filter 5% critical value Lag 
1 0 0.997037 -3.46 -14.10 2 
2 0 0.997098 -3.39 -8.80  
 1 0.729390 -316.34 -23.00  
 
 
Table 8- b: Green bean  Testing for Stock-Waston’s Common  Trend Testing Using Differencing 
Filter 
HO: 
Rank = m 
H1: 
Rank=s 
Eigen-value Filter 5% critical value Lag 
1 0 0.995774 -4.95 -14.10 2 
2 0 0.995765 -4.95 -8.80  
 1 0.615914 -449.00 -23.00  
 
The first column is the null hypothesis that tY  has  km ≤  common trends; the 
second column, the alternative hypothesis that tY  has s < m common trends; the fourth 
column, the test statistics using AR(2) filtering the data. The test statistics for testing for 
2 versus 1 common trends are more negative (-316.34 for soy bean, -449.00 for green 
bean) than the critical value (-23.00). The test rejects the null hypothesis, which means 
that each series has a single common trend. 
 
Co-integration Rank  test soy bean 
Table 9 a:  Co-integration Rank Test Using Trace 
H0 
Rank=r 
H1 
Rank>r 
Eigenvalue Trace 5% Critical 
Value 
Drift in 
ECM 
Drift in 
Process 
0 0 0.3437 493.0554 15.34 constant linear 
1 1 0.0011 1.2329 3.84   
 
 
 
Table 9 b:  Co-integration Rank Test Using Trace under Restriction 
H0 
Rank=r 
H1 
Rank>r 
Eigenvalue Trace 5% Critical 
Value 
Drift in 
ECM 
Drift in 
Process 
0 0 0.3437 493.0846 19.99 constant constant 
1 1 0.0011 1.2620 9.13   
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Table 9-c: Hypothesis of the Restriction 
Hypothesis Drift in ECM Drift in Process 
HO Constant Constant 
H1 Constant Linear 
 
 
    
 
Table 9-d:   Hypothesis Test of the Restriction 
Rank Eigenvalue Restricted 
Eigenvalue 
DF Chi-Square Pr>ChiSq 
0 0.3437 0.3437 2 0.03 0.9855 
1 0.0011 0.0011 1 0.03 0.8646 
 
 
 
 
Table 9-e:  Eigenvalues for Co-integration Rank Test for I(2) 
r\s 0 1 Eigenvalue of I(1) 
0 0.710755 0.377778 0.1878 
1 0.376717  0.0015 
 
 
 
 
Table 9-f:  Co-integration Rank Test for I(2) 
r\k-r-s 2 1 Trace of I(1) 5% CV of I(1) 
0 2001.33517 553.69356 244.4853 15.34 
1  551.70485 1.6956 3.84 
5% CV I(2) 15.34 3.84   
 
 
 
 
The last two columns in the above outputs explain the co-integration rank test 
with integrated order 1. The results indicate that there is the co-integrated relationship 
with the co-integration rank 1 with respect to the 0.05 significance level. Now, look at the 
row in case of r=1. Compare the value to the critical value for the co-integrated order 2. 
There is no evidence that the series are integrated order 2 with the 0.05 significance level.  
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Lag number selection 
Table 10-a: Schematic Representation  of Partial AutoRegression  
Variable / Lag 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Open ++ . - .. -. .. .. .. .. 
Close .+ .- .. .. .. .. +- .. 
+ is 2*std error,    . is  between 
 
 
 
Table 10-b:  Schematic Representation  of Partial Cross Correlations 
Variable / Lag 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Open ++ .- .- .. .. .. .. .. 
Close ++ -. .. .. .. +. .. .. 
+ is 2*std error,    . is  between 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 10-c:  Partial Canonical Correlations for Soy Bean 
Lag Correlation 1 Correlation 2 DF Chi – Square Pr >ChiSq 
1 0.99823 0.39643 4 1347.42 <0.0001 
2 0.24367 0.08440 4 77.61 <0.0001 
3 0.08088 0.01795 4 8.00 0.0914 
4 0.09391 0.02358 4 10.92 0.0274 
5 0.05197 0.01346 4 3.36 0.5002 
6 0.06464 0.01828 4 5.25 0.2628 
7 0.07622 0.02747 4 7.63 0.1062 
8 0.03299 0.00919 4 1.36 0.8508 
 
 
 
 
The first difference of the ADF is non stationary, thus the vector process is integrated of 
order 1. Using the trace value, we can conclude that two series are co-integrated with co-
integration rank 1.  Finally, the schematic representation of the Partial Autocorrelation 
and cross correlation shows the existence of lag up to three.  
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Green Bean 
Table 11-a:  Co-integration Rank Test Using Trace 
H0 
Rank=r 
H1 
Rank>r 
Eigenvalue Trace 5% 
Critical 
Value 
Drift in 
ECM 
Drift in 
Process 
0 0 0.3741 549.3338 15.34 constant linear 
1 1 0.0018 2.0541 3.84   
 
 
Table 11-b: Co-integration Rank Test Using Trace under Restriction 
H0 
Rank=r 
H1 
Rank>r 
Eigenvalue Trace 5% 
Critical 
Value 
Drift in 
ECM 
Drift in 
Process 
0 0 0.3741 549.3455 19.99 constant constant 
1 1 0.0018 2.0658 3.84   
 
 
Table 11-c:  Hypothesis of the Restriction 
Hypothesis Drift in ECM Drift in Process 
HO Constant Constant 
H1 Constant Linear 
 
 
Table 11-d:  Hypothesis Test of the Restriction 
Rank Eigenvalue Restricted 
Eigenvalue 
DF Chi-Square Pr>ChiSq 
0 0.3741 0.3741 2 0.01 0.9942 
1 0.0018 0.0018 1 0.01 0.9139 
 
Table 11-e:  Eigenvalues for Co-integration Rank Test for I(2): Rank 2 test vs. rank1 
r\s 0 1 Eigenvalue of I(1) 
0 0.668240 0.378805 0.2949 
1 0.379466  0.0027 
 
 
Table 11-f:  Co-integration Rank Test for I(2) 
r\k-r-s 2 1 Trace of I(1) 5% CV of I(1) 
0 1843.22210 555.61976 410.8726 15.34 
1  556.86263 3.1540 3.84 
5% CV I(2) 15.34 3.84   
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Lag Selection  
 
Table 12-a:  Schematic Representation  of Partial AutoRegression  
Variable / Lag 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Open ++ .- .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Close ++ .- .. .. .. .. .. .. 
+ is 2*std error,    . is  between 
 
 
 
 
Table 12-b:  Schematic Representation  of Partial Cross Correlations  
Variable / Lag 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Open ++ -. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Close ++ -- .. .. .. .. .. .. 
+ is 2*std error,    . is  between 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 12-c:  Partial Canonical Correlations for Green Bean 
Lag Correlation 1 Correlation 2 DF Chi-
Square 
Pr > ChiSq 
1 0.99621 0.25986 4 1238.02 <0.0001 
2 0.20145 0.06225 4 51.88 <0.0001 
3 0.08017 0.00500 4 7.52 0.1107 
4 0.05338 0.02721 4 4.18 0.3819 
5 0.04975 0.00308 4 2.89 0.5761 
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Therefore we have the following models for the multivariate cases 
 
(i) Soybean 
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(ii) Green bean 
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where 
 
 
 
         Once the models have been identified, (the last 30 observation were not included in 
the model fitting) after the models were fitted, we use each model to forecast the next 30 
observations. The forecasts values were transformed to their original forms. We 
computed the residuals sum of square for both singles and vector series. The following 
tables show the output for the square of the residuals for each model. 
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Tables 13: Square of Residuals for Soy Bean 
 OPEN ( Soy Bean) CLOSE ( Soy Bean) 
OBS 
SINGLE 
SERIES 
VECTOR 
AUTOREGRESSION 
SINGLE 
SERIES 
VECTOR 
AUTOREGRESSION 
1170 6.23253E+14 0.005233 2.95788E+17 72.30866 
1171 2.43456E+14 43.33444 2.15326E+15 588.2977 
1172 1.10154E+15 648.8768 5.7956E+14 1034.871 
1173 1.43102E+16 1608.486 8.67701E+14 565.5022 
1174 6.57309E+15 919.4006 5.37036E+14 661.3055 
1175 1.85646E+16 943.5992 5.26313E+14 522.6921 
1176 4.72644E+14 13.01853 3.6618E+18 520.9199 
1177 3.20246E+14 160.5869 3.12368E+16 178.5909 
1178 3.7908E+14 182.5042 1.60245E+16 163.088 
1179 1.15758E+15 9.934537 4.1958E+15 49.74354 
1180 1.3472E+15 13.14483 5.48121E+15 125.8359 
1181 5.49094E+14 223.504 5.35845E+15 176.1099 
1182 5.30672E+14 293.7847 9.45337E+16 853.6296 
1183 5.24101E+14 368.9181 1.6774E+16 578.9394 
1184 3.05116E+15 17.30751 3.48586E+13 2227.125 
1185 1.63962E+15 3480.258 4.14505E+13 1725.56 
1186 5.70549E+14 4522.373 1.66711E+13 3841.196 
1187 3.34331E+14 5126.457 4.28246E+13 1406.357 
1188 2.88374E+13 12553.24 3.92878E+12 11047.82 
1189 4.5468E+13 10114.42 3.81196E+12 10982.13 
1190 2.98006E+13 11703.6 2.59856E+12 14056.35 
1191 1.5716E+12 40753.88 3.8199E+11 46395.91 
1192 8.68082E+11 52278.72 1.93886E+11 67239.41 
1193 2.59566E+11 87905.51 1.24346E+11 84845.41 
1194 2.7573E+11 84915.5 2.13574E+11 62662.42 
1195 5.69769E+11 61199.16 2.18882E+11 61221.54 
1196 6.00464E+11 59259.13 1.82012E+11 67389.9 
1197 2.93017E+18 2.378103 8.71289E+14 448.6081 
1198 2.36987E+14 2733.975 2.72175E+18 3469.264 
1199 1.73208E+14 3370.846 1.47931E+17 2869.403 
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Green Bean: Square of the residuals 
 
 
                
 
Tables  14: Residuals Sum of square of residuals for Green Bean  
 OPEN (Green bean) CLOSE (Green bean) 
OBS 
SINGLE 
SERIES 
VECTOR 
AUTOREGRESSION 
SINGLE 
SERIES 
VECTOR 
AUTOREGRESSION 
1170 287216 235200.8 85581.4 147245.2 
1171 1969547 1778741 1380357 1648922 
1172 69732.22 10853.03 257296.5 153649.1 
1173 1123521 774958.2 1328683 1606952 
1174 1547153 1294876 983451 1223637 
1175 12974196 13572465 5706903 5178277 
1176 538630.2 784982.3 6298562 5747631 
1177 582228.8 898469 1188903 958989.6 
1178 198858.9 324618.6 2283465 1963204 
1179 1649805 1881365 1023787 815424.4 
1180 281418.1 453606.8 660211.2 496846.9 
1181 421349.1 697856.7 376111.6 256784.4 
1182 458893 667902.3 910095.9 720129.2 
1183 234415 335388.8 510795.5 372673.1 
1184 1242872 958436.3 46416.62 12619.13 
1185 3176853 2550801 2142841 2451729 
1186 1610493 1243778 966553.7 1174914 
1187 1737573 1472275 1171643 1397287 
1188 3035945 2596928 2195372 2497044 
1189 7796174 6810137 13549531 14275842 
1190 12767666 11612754 10760096 11400571 
1191 22295859 21214079 20066036 20927037 
1192 12477521 11587214 32248800 33324557 
1193 15847777 14456154 13528365 14219515 
1194 12780298 11561701 10741235 11350242 
1195 5599068 5010325 4480151 4871496 
1196 1356394 1074334 875958.4 1051202 
1197 1511177 1112236 874629.5 1047380 
1198 5533.688 11502.3 50863.53 19168.21 
1199 1320748 1661839 1977510 1743231 
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       Finally, we computed and compared the residuals sum of square for the singles and 
vector processes, our aim is to determine the model with the minimum residuals sum of square. 
We compare these residuals by commodities.  
 
 
 
 
Output for the residuals sum of square 
Tables 15: Residuals Sum of Square 
  Vector Auto-Regressive Model  Single Series Models 
Open_s 445365.9 2.98298E+18 
Close_s 447920.2 7.00656E+18 
Open_g 118645778 
126898917 
 
Close_g 
143054199 
 
138670204 
 
 
In the two commodities, soy bean and green bean, the VAR processes have lower 
residuals than that of singles processes except for close in green bean. In the later the 
residuals sum of square are almost the same for the vector and single process. Therefore, 
we can use the VAR model to forecast the prices on the Chinese futures markets. 
 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
This paper build both singles and vector time series for open and close for the 
soybean and green bean commodities in the Chinese futures markets.  For the single 
series, we fitted the Box-Jenkins’ ARIMA model. In the model identification we consider 
power transformation, differencing, outliers, and the analysis of the ACF, PACF, IACF, 
ESACF, SCAN  and others statistical tests such as ADF test for the non-stationarity and 
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the chi-square tests the lag length selection. In the vector series, we consider the non-
stationarity test, the co-integration tests between endogenous variables as well as the 
order of integration of individual series and the analysis of the schematic representation 
of the partial cross correlation / partial autocorrelations and the chi-square tests on the 
partial canonical correlations. The results are encouraging and provide empirical 
evidence that the vector processes perform better than the single series. The co-
integration test indicated that the null hypothesis of no co-integration among the relevant 
variables could be rejected. This is one of the most important findings of this paper 
because it provides additional information to the model fitting.  
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VII – APPENDIX TABLES  (soy bean) 
 
 
                                          Soyabean (open) 
 
                                      Autoregressive Factors 
                          Factor 1:  1 - 1.48976 B**(1) + 0.76625 B**(2) 
                                      Moving Average Factors 
                          Factor 1:  1 - 1.38152 B**(1) + 0.69111 B**(2) 
                                 Forecasts for variable newopen 
                  Obs       Forecast    Std Error       95% Confidence Limits 
 
                 1170       0.020749    0.0001152       0.020523       0.020975 
                 1171       0.020758    0.0001720       0.020421       0.021095 
                 1172       0.020761    0.0002203       0.020330       0.021193 
                 1173       0.020759    0.0002625       0.020244       0.021273 
                 1174       0.020752    0.0002990       0.020166       0.021338 
                 1175       0.020744    0.0003298       0.020098       0.021391 
                 1176       0.020738    0.0003558       0.020040       0.021435 
                 1177       0.020734    0.0003781       0.019992       0.021475 
                 1178       0.020733    0.0003979       0.019953       0.021512 
                 1179       0.020734    0.0004163       0.019918       0.021550 
                 1180       0.020737    0.0004340       0.019886       0.021587 
                 1181       0.020740    0.0004517       0.019854       0.021625 
                 1182       0.020742    0.0004694       0.019822       0.021662 
                 1183       0.020743    0.0004871       0.019788       0.021698 
                 1184       0.020742    0.0005046       0.019753       0.021731 
                 1185       0.020741    0.0005217       0.019718       0.021763 
                 1186       0.020739    0.0005380       0.019684       0.021793 
                 1187       0.020737    0.0005536       0.019652       0.021822 
                 1188       0.020736    0.0005685       0.019621       0.021850 
                 1189       0.020735    0.0005828       0.019593       0.021877 
                 1190       0.020735    0.0005966       0.019565       0.021904 
                 1191       0.020735    0.0006100       0.019539       0.021931 
                 1192       0.020735    0.0006233       0.019514       0.021957 
                 1193       0.020735    0.0006364       0.019488       0.021983 
                 1194       0.020735    0.0006494       0.019463       0.022008 
                 1195       0.020735    0.0006622       0.019437       0.022033 
                 1196       0.020735    0.0006748       0.019412       0.022057 
                 1197       0.020734    0.0006871       0.019387       0.022081 
                 1198       0.020733    0.0006992       0.019363       0.022104 
                 1199       0.020733    0.0007110       0.019339       0.022126 
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CLOSE SOY BEAN 
                                    
                                     Autoregressive Factors 
 
                                  Factor 1:  1 - 0.46821 B**(1) 
 
 
                                     Moving Average Factors 
 
                                  Factor 1:  1 - 0.34262 B**(1) 
 
 
                                 Forecasts for variable newclose 
 
                  Obs       Forecast    Std Error       95% Confidence Limits 
 
                 1170       0.020459    0.0001087       0.020245       0.020672 
                 1171       0.020450    0.0001637       0.020129       0.020771 
                 1172       0.020445    0.0002083       0.020037       0.020854 
                 1173       0.020443    0.0002465       0.019960       0.020926 
                 1174       0.020441    0.0002802       0.019892       0.020990 
                 1175       0.020440    0.0003105       0.019832       0.021049 
                 1176       0.020439    0.0003382       0.019777       0.021102 
                 1177       0.020439    0.0003639       0.019725       0.021152 
                 1178       0.020438    0.0003879       0.019678       0.021198 
                 1179       0.020437    0.0004105       0.019633       0.021242 
                 1180       0.020437    0.0004320       0.019590       0.021283 
                 1181       0.020436    0.0004524       0.019549       0.021323 
                 1182       0.020435    0.0004719       0.019510       0.021360 
                 1183       0.020435    0.0004907       0.019473       0.021396 
                 1184       0.020434    0.0005088       0.019437       0.021431 
                 1185       0.020433    0.0005262       0.019402       0.021465 
                 1186       0.020433    0.0005431       0.019368       0.021497 
                 1187       0.020432    0.0005595       0.019335       0.021529 
                 1188       0.020431    0.0005754       0.019304       0.021559 
                 1189       0.020431    0.0005909       0.019273       0.021589 
                 1190       0.020430    0.0006060       0.019242       0.021618 
                 1191       0.020429    0.0006207       0.019213       0.021646 
                 1192       0.020429    0.0006351       0.019184       0.021674 
                 1193       0.020428    0.0006492       0.019156       0.021700 
                 1194       0.020427    0.0006630       0.019128       0.021727 
                 1195       0.020427    0.0006765       0.019101       0.021753 
                 1196       0.020426    0.0006897       0.019074       0.021778 
                 1197       0.020425    0.0007027       0.019048       0.021803 
                 1198       0.020425    0.0007154       0.019023       0.021827 
                 1199       0.020424    0.0007279       0.018997       0.021851 
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VECTOR SERIES 
 
                                    Model Parameter Estimates 
 
                                             Standard 
  Equation   Parameter        Estimate          Error   t Value   Pr > |t|   Variable 
 
  open       CONST1           -3.25346        4.95579     -0.66     0.5116   1 
             XL0_1_1           0.00017        0.00005      3.47     0.0005   oi(t) 
             XL0_1_2           0.00002        0.00004      0.47     0.6388   turnover(t) 
             XL0_1_3           0.05926        0.04178      1.42     0.1563   range(t) 
             XL1_1_1          -0.00003        0.00006     -0.50     0.6174   oi(t-1) 
             XL1_1_2          -0.00009        0.00004     -2.16     0.0311  turnover(t-1) 
             XL1_1_3           0.05047        0.04229      1.19     0.2329   range(t-1) 
             XL2_1_1          -0.00010        0.00005     -2.09     0.0369   oi(t-2) 
             XL2_1_2           0.00001        0.00004      0.30     0.7661  turnover(t-2) 
             XL2_1_3           0.04751        0.04195      1.13     0.2576   range(t-2) 
             AR1_1_1           0.46874        0.02671     17.55     0.0001   open(t-1) 
             AR1_1_2           0.53044        0.02677     19.81     0.0001   close(t-1) 
  close      CONST2            6.92677        5.16314      1.34     0.1800   1 
             XL0_2_1           0.00015        0.00005      2.99     0.0029   oi(t) 
             XL0_2_2          -0.00000        0.00004     -0.08     0.9334   turnover(t) 
             XL0_2_3          -0.01722        0.04352     -0.40     0.6925   range(t) 
             XL1_2_1          -0.00000        0.00006     -0.02     0.9877   oi(t-1) 
             XL1_2_2          -0.00003        0.00004     -0.81     0.4207  turnover(t-1) 
             XL1_2_3           0.09419        0.04406      2.14     0.0327   range(t-1) 
             XL2_2_1          -0.00016        0.00005     -3.19     0.0015   oi(t-2) 
             XL2_2_2           0.00003        0.00004      0.64     0.5230  turnover(t-2) 
             XL2_2_3          -0.01211        0.04370     -0.28     0.7818   range(t-2) 
             AR1_2_1           0.07641        0.02783      2.75     0.0061   open(t-1) 
             AR1_2_2           0.92077        0.02789     33.01     0.0001   close(t-1) 
 
 
                                    Testing of the Parameters 
 
                             Test        DF    Chi-Square    Pr > ChiSq 
 
                                1         1          0.22        0.6387 
                                2         1          2.01        0.1560 
                                3         1          0.25        0.6173 
                                4         1          1.42        0.2327 
                                5         1          0.09        0.7660 
                                6         1          1.28        0.2574 
                                7         1          0.16        0.6924 
                                8         1          0.00        0.9877 
                                9         1          0.65        0.4206 
                               10         1          0.08        0.7818 
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                                           Forecasts 
 
                                                  Standard 
       Variable        Obs        Forecast           Error        95% Confidence Limits 
       open           1170      2368.07234        27.64949      2313.88033     2422.26436 
                      1171      2384.58289        37.17160      2311.72788     2457.43789 
                      1172      2384.47306        45.38319      2295.52364     2473.42248 
                      1173      2381.10593        52.64044      2277.93256     2484.27929 
                      1174      2377.32162        59.10259      2261.48268     2493.16057 
                      1175      2373.71806        64.92741      2246.46267     2500.97344 
                      1176      2370.39188        70.24484      2232.71453     2508.06923 
                      1177      2367.32771        75.15362      2220.02932     2514.62609 
                      1178      2364.49059        79.72736      2208.22784     2520.75334 
                      1179      2361.84809        84.02132      2197.16933     2526.52685 
                      1180      2359.37442        88.07770      2186.74530     2532.00353 
                      1181      2357.04995        91.92935      2176.87173     2537.22817 
                      1182      2354.85985        95.60237      2167.48264     2542.23705 
                      1183      2352.79276        99.11783      2158.52538     2547.06013 
                      1184      2350.83977       102.49301      2149.95716     2551.72238 
                      1185      2348.99371       105.74230      2141.74261     2556.24481 
                      1186      2347.24859       108.87780      2133.85203     2560.64516 
                      1187      2345.59928       111.90980      2126.26010     2564.93846 
                      1188      2344.04126       114.84714      2118.94500     2569.13753 
                      1189      2342.57047       117.69747      2111.88766     2573.25328 
                      1190      2341.18317       120.46745      2105.07131     2577.29503 
                      1191      2339.87590       123.16292      2098.48101     2581.27079 
                      1192      2338.64541       125.78905      2092.10340     2585.18742 
                      1193      2337.48863       128.35042      2085.92644     2589.05082 
                      1194      2336.40264       130.85110      2079.93919     2592.86608 
                      1195      2335.38464       133.29476      2074.13171     2596.63758 
                      1196      2334.43198       135.68469      2068.49487     2600.36910 
                      1197      2333.54211       138.02387      2063.02030     2604.06392 
                      1198      2332.71257       140.31497      2057.70028     2607.72486 
                      1199      2331.94101       142.56046      2052.52765     2611.35438 
       close          1170      2387.50345        28.70595      2331.24082     2443.76609 
                      1171      2381.25485        40.04943      2302.75942     2459.75028 
                      1172      2377.16941        48.51917      2282.07359     2472.26524 
                      1173      2373.78029        55.58010      2264.84529     2482.71529 
                      1174      2370.71586        61.76180      2249.66496     2491.76677 
                      1175      2367.86246        67.32389      2235.91007     2499.81486 
                      1176      2365.17633        72.41690      2223.24182     2507.11085 
                      1177      2362.63621        77.13794      2211.44862     2513.82380 
                      1178      2360.22941        81.55434      2200.38584     2520.07299 
                      1179      2357.94709        85.71521      2189.94837     2525.94581 
                      1180      2355.78234        89.65775      2180.05637     2531.50831 
                      1181      2353.72936        93.41099      2170.64717     2536.81155 
                      1182      2351.78306        96.99809      2161.67031     2541.89582 
                      1183      2349.93884       100.43785      2153.08427     2546.79340 
                      1184      2348.19243       103.74582      2144.85436     2551.53050 
                      1185      2346.53986       106.93501      2136.95110     2556.12863 
                      1186      2344.97738       110.01641      2129.34917     2560.60559 
                      1187      2343.50142       112.99944      2122.02659     2564.97626 
                      1188      2342.10860       115.89220      2114.96405     2569.25314 
                      1189      2340.79565       118.70174      2108.14451     2573.44679 
                      1190      2339.55948       121.43422      2101.55277     2577.56618 
                      1191      2338.39709       124.09508      2095.17521     2581.61897 
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                      1192      2337.30564       126.68910      2088.99956     2585.61172 
                      1193      2336.28236       129.22058      2083.01467     2589.55005 
                      1194      2335.32462       131.69334      2077.21040     2593.43883 
                      1195      2334.42986       134.11082      2071.57748     2597.28224 
                      1196      2333.59565       136.47611      2066.10739     2601.08390 
                      1197      2332.81963       138.79202      2060.79228     2604.84698 
                      1198      2332.09954       141.06109      2055.62488     2608.57420 
                      1199      2331.43319       143.28566      2050.59846     2612.26793 
 
 
GREEN BEAN  
Single series 
Open 
                                  Autoregressive Factors 
                 Factor 1:  1 + 0.00263 B**(1) + 0.94145 B**(2) + 0.10628 B**(3) 
                                     Moving Average Factors 
                 Factor 1:  1 + 0.09966 B**(1) + 0.93101 B**(2) + 0.24547 B**(3) 
                                 Forecasts for variable newopen 
                  Obs       Forecast    Std Error       95% Confidence Limits 
                 1170       176.8247       1.7860       173.3242       180.3252 
                 1171       176.9198       2.6512       171.7236       182.1160 
                 1172       176.6787       3.2853       170.2397       183.1178 
                 1173       176.5800       3.8596       169.0153       184.1447 
                 1174       176.8073       4.3586       168.2646       185.3500 
                 1175       176.9356       4.7735       167.5796       186.2915 
                 1176       176.7420       5.1521       166.6441       186.8398 
                 1177       176.6079       5.5311       165.7671       187.4486 
                 1178       176.7871       5.8912       165.2405       188.3337 
                 1179       176.9437       6.2085       164.7752       189.1122 
                 1180       176.7991       6.5036       164.0522       189.5459 
                 1181       176.6432       6.8041       163.3073       189.9791 
                 1182       176.7734       7.1000       162.8576       190.6893 
                 1183       176.9454       7.3686       162.5032       191.3876 
                 1184       176.8492       7.6192       161.9159       191.7825 
                 1185       176.6839       7.8744       161.2503       192.1176 
                 1186       176.7669       8.1309       160.8306       192.7032 
                 1187       176.9428       8.3689       160.5400       193.3456 
                 1188       176.8920       8.5911       160.0538       193.7303 
                 1189       176.7280       8.8161       159.4487       194.0073 
                 1190       176.7678       9.0450       159.0400       194.4957 
                 1191       176.9378       9.2614       158.7858       195.0897 
                 1192       176.9275       9.4637       158.3791       195.4760 
                 1193       176.7736       9.6668       157.8270       195.7202 
                 1194       176.7758       9.8749       157.4215       196.1302 
                 1195       176.9321      10.0748       157.1859       196.6783 
                 1196       176.9562      10.2622       156.8427       197.0697 
                 1197       176.8190      10.4487       156.3399       197.2982 
                 1198       176.7904      10.6403       155.9358       197.6449 
                 1199       176.9272      10.8270       155.7068       198.1477 
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CLOSE GREEN BEAN 
                                     Autoregressive Factors 
                                  Factor 1:  1 + 0.37824 B**(1) 
                                     Moving Average Factors 
                                  Factor 1:  1 + 0.50599 B**(1) 
                                 Forecasts for variable newclose 
                  Obs       Forecast    Std Error       95% Confidence Limits 
                 1170       177.5027       1.8350       173.9061       181.0993 
                 1171       177.5027       2.7659       172.0817       182.9236 
                 1172       177.5103       3.4020       170.8425       184.1781 
                 1173       177.5151       3.9536       169.7661       185.2640 
                 1174       177.5209       4.4314       168.8355       186.2064 
                 1175       177.5264       4.8645       167.9921       187.0606 
                 1176       177.5319       5.2614       167.2199       187.8440 
                 1177       177.5375       5.6306       166.5018       188.5732 
                 1178       177.5430       5.9769       165.8285       189.2575 
                 1179       177.5486       6.3043       165.1924       189.9047 
                 1180       177.5541       6.6155       164.5881       190.5202 
                 1181       177.5597       6.9127       164.0111       191.1083 
                 1182       177.5652       7.1976       163.4582       191.6723 
                 1183       177.5708       7.4717       162.9266       192.2150 
                 1184       177.5763       7.7361       162.4139       192.7387 
                 1185       177.5819       7.9917       161.9185       193.2453 
                 1186       177.5874       8.2394       161.4385       193.7363 
                 1187       177.5930       8.4799       160.9728       194.2132 
                 1188       177.5985       8.7137       160.5200       194.6771 
                 1189       177.6041       8.9414       160.0792       195.1289 
                 1190       177.6096       9.1635       159.6495       195.5697 
                 1191       177.6152       9.3803       159.2301       196.0002 
                 1192       177.6207       9.5922       158.8203       196.4211 
                 1193       177.6263       9.7995       158.4195       196.8330 
                 1194       177.6318      10.0026       158.0271       197.2365 
                 1195       177.6374      10.2016       157.6427       197.6321 
                 1196       177.6429      10.3968       157.2657       198.0202 
                 1197       177.6485      10.5883       156.8957       198.4012 
                 1198       177.6540      10.7765       156.5324       198.7756 
                 1199       177.6596      10.9615       156.1755       199.1437 
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VECTOR SERIES 
 
                                    Model Parameter Estimates 
                                             Standard 
  Equation   Parameter        Estimate          Error   t Value   Pr > |t|   Variable 
 
  open       CONST1          136.15654      104.24801      1.31     0.1918   1 
             XL0_1_1           0.00186        0.00152      1.23     0.2208   oi(t) 
             XL0_1_2          -0.00027        0.00067     -0.40     0.6881   turnover(t) 
             XL0_1_3           0.03387        0.04747      0.71     0.4756   range(t) 
             XL1_1_1          -0.00031        0.00216     -0.14     0.8873   oi(t-1) 
             XL1_1_2           0.00157        0.00074      2.12     0.0344  turnover(t-1) 
             XL1_1_3          -0.12141        0.04918     -2.47     0.0137   range(t-1) 
             XL2_1_1          -0.00174        0.00153     -1.14     0.2542   oi(t-2) 
             XL2_1_2          -0.00002        0.00067     -0.03     0.9790  turnover(t-2) 
             XL2_1_3          -0.03575        0.04743     -0.75     0.4512   range(t-2) 
             AR1_1_1           0.58769        0.03200     18.36     0.0001   open(t-1) 
             AR1_1_2           0.40975        0.03217     12.74     0.0001   close(t-1) 
  close      CONST2          378.77749      108.97828      3.48     0.0005   1 
             XL0_2_1           0.00118        0.00159      0.74     0.4569   oi(t) 
             XL0_2_2           0.00042        0.00070      0.61     0.5441  turnover(t) 
             XL0_2_3          -0.11811        0.04962     -2.38     0.0175   range(t) 
             XL1_2_1          -0.00192        0.00226     -0.85     0.3953   oi(t-1) 
             XL1_2_2           0.00072        0.00078      0.93     0.3506  turnover(t-1) 
             XL1_2_3          -0.10728        0.05141     -2.09     0.0371   range(t-1) 
             XL2_2_1           0.00053        0.00160      0.33     0.7419   oi(t-2) 
             XL2_2_2           0.00081        0.00070      1.16     0.2476  turnover(t-2) 
             XL2_2_3          -0.04187        0.04958     -0.84     0.3986   range(t-2) 
             AR1_2_1           0.32359        0.03346      9.67     0.0001   open(t-1) 
             AR1_2_2           0.66918        0.03363     19.90     0.0001   close(t-1) 
 
 
                                    Testing of the Parameters 
                             Test        DF    Chi-Square    Pr > ChiSq 
 
                                1         1          1.50        0.2205 
                                2         1          0.16        0.6880 
                                3         1          0.51        0.4755 
                                4         1          0.02        0.8873 
                                5         1          4.48        0.0342 
                                6         1          1.30        0.2539 
                                7         1          0.00        0.9790 
                                8         1          0.57        0.4511 
                                9         1          0.55        0.4568 
                               10         1          0.37        0.5440 
                               11         1          0.72        0.3951 
                               12         1          0.87        0.3504 
                               13         1          0.11        0.7419 
                               14         1          1.34        0.2473 
                               15         1          0.71        0.3984 
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                                            Forecasts 
 
                                                  Standard 
       Variable        Obs        Forecast           Error        95% Confidence Limits 
       open           1170     31315.02495       635.82580     30068.82928    32561.22062 
                      1171     31346.30539       865.65609     29649.65062    33042.96016 
                      1172     31355.82214      1047.64992     29302.46603    33409.17825 
                      1173     31359.68290      1203.26304     29001.33069    33718.03512 
                      1174     31362.07377      1341.16879     28733.43125    33990.71630 
                      1175     31364.08265      1466.21704     28490.35006    34237.81524 
                      1176     31365.99225      1581.42178     28266.46252    34465.52197 
                      1177     31367.87604      1688.78911     28057.91021    34677.84188 
                      1178     31369.75314      1789.72776     27861.95119    34877.55509 
                      1179     31371.62849      1885.27001     27676.56717    35066.68981 
                      1180     31373.50339      1976.19857     27500.22537    35246.78141 
                      1181     31375.37817      2063.12350     27331.73041    35419.02593 
                      1182     31377.25292      2146.53125     27170.12897    35584.37687 
                      1183     31379.12766      2226.81707     27014.64641    35743.60891 
                      1184     31381.00240      2304.30729     26864.64311    35897.36170 
                      1185     31382.87714      2379.27508     26719.58367    36046.17061 
                      1186     31384.75188      2451.95182     26579.01461    36190.48915 
                      1187     31386.62662      2522.53555     26442.54780    36330.70544 
                      1188     31388.50136      2591.19729     26309.84799    36467.15473 
                      1189     31390.37610      2658.08601     26180.62325    36600.12895 
                      1190     31392.25084      2723.33235     26054.61752    36729.88416 
                      1191     31394.12558      2787.05165     25931.60472    36856.64644 
                      1192     31396.00032      2849.34637     25811.38405    36980.61658 
                      1193     31397.87506      2910.30799     25693.77622    37101.97389 
                      1194     31399.74980      2970.01859     25578.62033    37220.87926 
                      1195     31401.62454      3028.55217     25465.77136    37337.47771 
                      1196     31403.49928      3085.97571     25355.09803    37451.90052 
                      1197     31405.37402      3142.35006     25246.48107    37564.26696 
                      1198     31407.24876      3197.73072     25139.81172    37674.68579 
                      1199     31409.12349      3252.16844     25034.99048    37783.25651 
       close          1170     31416.27453       666.54770     30109.86504    32722.68401 
                      1171     31395.89633       897.58215     29636.66764    33155.12503 
                      1172     31391.98096      1075.20308     29284.62164    33499.34028 
                      1173     31392.34398      1226.51396     28988.42079    33796.26716 
                      1174     31393.81887      1360.92074     28726.46323    34061.17450 
                      1175     31395.58272      1483.15399     28488.65431    34302.51113 
                      1176     31397.42166      1596.04297     28269.23492    34525.60841 
                      1177     31399.28012      1701.45584     28064.48795    34734.07229 
                      1178     31401.14366      1800.70779     27871.82123    34930.46608 
                      1179     31403.00851      1894.76768     27689.33210    35116.68492 
                      1180     31404.87370      1984.37406     27515.57201    35294.17538 
                      1181     31406.73898      2070.10536     27349.40703    35464.07094 
                      1182     31408.60429      2152.42468     27189.92943    35627.27914 
                      1183     31410.46960      2231.70961     27036.39913    35784.54007 
                      1184     31412.33491      2308.27286     26888.20324    35936.46658 
                      1185     31414.20022      2382.37684     26744.82742    36083.57302 
                      1186     31416.06554      2454.24432     26605.83506    36226.29602 
                      1187     31417.93085      2524.06636     26470.85169    36365.01001 
                      1188     31419.79616      2592.00825     26339.55334    36500.03898 
                      1189     31421.66148      2658.21417     26211.65744    36631.66551 
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                      1190     31423.52679      2722.81075     26086.91579    36760.13779 
                      1191     31425.39210      2785.90993     25965.10897    36885.67524 
                      1192     31427.25741      2847.61127     25846.04188    37008.47295 
                      1193     31429.12273      2908.00374     25729.54013    37128.70533 
                      1194     31430.98804      2967.16726     25615.44708    37246.52901 
                      1195     31432.85335      3025.17394     25503.62139    37362.08531 
                      1196     31434.71867      3082.08909     25393.93506    37475.50227 
                      1197     31436.58398      3137.97210     25286.27167    37586.89629 
                      1198     31438.44929      3192.87719     25180.52500    37696.37359 
                      1199     31440.31461      3246.85394     25076.59782    37804.03140 
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IX - LIST OF ABREVIATIONS 
AR: Autoregressive 
ZGWM:  Zhengzhou Grain Wholesale Market. 
CBOT:   Chicago Board of Trade. 
CZCE:  China Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange. 
CZCE:  China Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange. 
DCE: Dalian Commodity Exchange. 
SFE:  Shanghai Futures Exchanges 
US:   United States. 
EU:  European Union. 
ARIMA:  Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average. 
VAR:  Vector Auto-Regressive models. 
VECM:  Vector Error Correction Model. 
ACF:  Autocorrelation Function. 
PACF:  Partial autocorrelation function. 
IACF:  Inverse Autocorrelation Function. 
ADF:  Augment Dickey Fuller. 
MA:  Moving Average. 
ESACF:  Extended Sample Autocorrelation Function. 
SCAN:  Squared Canonical Correlation Estimates. 
OLS:  Ordinary Least Squares. 
 
 
